These challenges are numerous. Copyright issues in an electronic environment are of major concern and are covered elsewhere in this article. Bibliographic control presents another dilemma. How does one cite electronic sources correctly? What happens when the electronic address changes? What happens when a publisher removes an electronic document from its Web site? How can one obtain 10 access to materials which were once relatively easy to obtain in paper, even at a cost, but which are now in closed electronic files? Dissertations from Virginia Polytechnic Institute (VPI) are an example of this difficulty. Until a few years ago, these titles were available through VPI's interlibrary loan office or from University Microforms International (UMI). However, in the late 1990's VPI required all dissertations to be submitted electronically. In a positive move, VPI created an electronic site that mounted all these dissertations.
However, students can request that their dissertations remain inaccessible to anyone outside the institution.
Questions about timeliness, coverage, and archiving of electronic journals arise. How soon after the printed issue is distributed will the electronic version appear? Some appear simultaneously, or even a few days earlier, but many lag for weeks or months. Is the entire journal issue included in the electronic version, or are editorials, book reviews, letter, or advertisements missing? Are there any plans to provide electronic access to back issues? Will electronic versions of the issues always be available, or will the publisher suddenly yank articles older than, say, five years? Licensing agreements often emphasize access to material, rather than ownership of it in the way that institutions are used to thinking about their print subscriptions.
Access issues arise, especially for an academic feebased service serving non-primary clientele. Licensing agreements for electronic products signed between institutions or consortia and publishers generally address access by the institutions' primary clientele, the students, staff, and faculty. Provision of access to these products by or for a third party are generally prohibited. At best, this means that fee-based service staff must copy from the print journal rather than download from the electronic version, or log into 
Specializing in the "Hard to Find"
Many managers of fee-based information services report that there is a definite shift in the type of business they receive. Their clients locate easily accessible information (e.g., articles from Business Week, current company information, recent government studies, or legislation), and turn to fee-based services for the more difficult-to-locate documents, and for research that is not straightforward or from sources not available on the Web. The requests fall into the following categories:
• document delivery for non-electronic material
• historical research on prior use or technology 
New Products and Partnerships
The Web has seriously changed user expectations.
There is a growing dependence on the Internet for quick, 
To Web or not to Web
The impact of the Internet is undeniable. As Barbara In the end, the Internet may not offer the economies of scale that fee-based information service can in terms of convenience, reliability, and speed.
Licenses, Copyright and Confidentiality
The diffusion of products that are Web accessible is creating challenges to traditional licensing models. At the same time publishing in electronic format create copyright barriers between publishers and libraries.
Complicating the scene is fee-based information services' guiding principle to comply with copyright guidelines as they may apply to the commercial sector, and the need to In this example transmission of articles electronically is not permitted, so the library's feebased services would not be able to print a full-text article to "resell or redistribute." Commercial use is strictly prohibited without permission of the publisher.
As with copyright interpretation, while fee-based services are not by their nature "commercial" entities and are generally not for profit, they nonetheless serve the forprofit sector. As we have seen in the Texaco copyright case, fair use for commercial purposes is very narrowly defined. To be on the safe side most fee-based information services pay copyright royalties or ask their clients to do so to avoid any infringement of copyright.
In the electronic environment staff in fee-based services must educate themselves about their parent institutions' licensing agreements and about the sections that speak to copyright, interlibrary loan, and commercial use. They must also be wary of documents retrieved from Web sites where the copyright integrity of the work may be 33 questioned. Electronic format leads to cutting and pasting so that the potential for changing original documents increases greatly.
Another concern for fee-based information services is the safeguarding of a client's identity and the confidentiality of their requests to avoid having that information fall into the hands of competitors. Sending electronic files must be done appropriately. If clients want to pay for services using credit cards, fee-based services will have to ensure security and encryption methods.
Technology, Standards, and Global Markets
We must all shape our businesses to reflect the perspectives and information needs of global customers. It's widely accepted today that the Internet has been the great equalizer, giving information providers the opportunity to extend their products throughout organizations, and in doing so The consortia would have to agree that the fee-based service could also be a registered library patron and place requests.
In order for fee-based information services to continue to compete, they will need to keep pace with new 36 hardware and software while staying abreast of new online products. The next generation of technology includes:
• more powerful desktop machines, capable of acting as servers in client server modes
• network computers for supporting intranets, extranets, and remote storage
• larger and faster bandwidth
• new telecommunication infrastructure using cable, satellites, and wireless technology
• new generation software applications-search software, search engines, and Web scripting
• advances in data compression for increased storage and transmission of large amounts of data
• new storage and delivery devices (Collier, p.) The task is seemingly endless; however, knowledge and foresight will assist fee-based service managers as they head into the next decade. 
Electronic Document Delivery Technology
The traditional method for providing document delivery is to photocopy an article and arrange for 40 delivery of the physical piece by regular postal service or by an express courier. For many customers, these delivery methods are still satisfactory. In some cases, it is also mandatory. Clients from law firms, for example, often require a copy only one generation removed from the original. Faxed copies or electronically delivered copies do not meet their special requirements.
Often these clients' requests include the instructions that a copy of the cover or title page on which the library stamped the date it received the issue be included. At one of the authors' services, a client from a law firm obtained the publisher's permission for the fee-based service to make two cover-to-cover color photocopies of an entire journal issue needed as evidence in court. It is interestingly to note that this issue was printed entirely in black and white! Faxing articles has been another delivery method for the past ten years. Faxing articles is still associated with rush service and is generally charged at a higher rate. Some commercial services (e.g., CARL UnCover) fax as a standard practice, thus avoiding packing and shipping operations, but sometimes encountering quality problems. 
